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1. Introduction. Let N, Z and Q mean as usual. Take q, a ∈N and
bJ Z.We put
S (q, a, b) - {[(qn+b)/a] :nGZ)
where [x] means the greatest integer≦X.
a Beattysequence (of rational type).
Definition 1.A丘nite family {S (qf,a,,bf) : 1 ≦i≦k} is
called an eventuallycoveringfamily (ECF) if every integer appears in exactly
one S (qs,a;,h).We call fa*/a : 1≦i≦ k} themoduliset, and {h,:1
≦i≦k} the residueset of this ECF.
Definition 2L We say two ECFs Fi and F2 to be equivalentif F2 can
be obtained by translating simultaneously the sequences of Fi.
Our main concern is to investigate the structure of ECF. And we
consider it up to their equivalence. We treated the theme in the senes of
papers [1], which will be quoted in the following by their numbers E-
I -E-IV. Since also the papers of [2] treat a theme which closely relates
to the present one, we quote them as D- I-D-VI.
As several years have passeed since the issue of E-IV, we丘rst
survey the present state of our investigation. Our problem has the following
two sides.
Problem A. Obtain a good criterion for the existence of an ECF with
a given moduli set
Problem B. List all the possible residue sets for a given moduli set
which allows a positive answer to Problem A.
A good example of Problem A is the following conjecture (F) due
to A. S. Fraenkel ;
(F) Let {S (q,,‾a*, U) :1 ≦i≦k} be an ECF with all distinct muduli
and k ≧ 3. Then the moduli set of the ECF must be {q(/^ - {2k-1
/21"1:1≦i≦k).
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In [3], the authors said (F) to be striking. And one of the main aims of
our investigation is to settle it We intend to treat (F) in the next paper.
Problem B at a glance seems to be of little importance. But an answer to
Problem B frequently plays an inevitable role in solving problems of ECF.
Remember here that we proposed in E- II the proposition (P) as a
guide post to treat our theme. We explain it
Definition 3. We say a finite set of ordered pairs of integers {(r, ,
m, ) : 1 ≦i≦s} to be an exactlycoveringsystem (ECS), if each integer n satisfies
exactly one of the relations n ≡ ij (mod irij ).
Definition 4.We take S-S (q, a, b) and an ECS E- {(r, , m,) : 1≦
i≦s). We define S [E] - {S (qm,, a, qrf+b) :1≦i≦s}. As easily seen, S
IS just the disjoint union of the sequences of S [EJ.
Definition 5. We define a standard ECF (SECF) as follows ;
(i) We take an ECS E, and consider Z as Z-S (1, 1, 0). We make
Z [E] and call it an SECF of type I.
(ii) Let {S,,S2} be an ECF with k-2, and Ei and E2 be two ECSs.
We make Si[EJUS2[E2], which is an ECF. We call it an SECF of typeE.
Note here that the structure of an ECF which includes an irrational
modulus is determined completely by R. L. Graham [4]. Using the above
terminology, [4] asserts that all ECF of that type is an SECF of type
n. But as noted at p. 19 of [3], the structure of an ECF whose moduli
are all in Q is much more complicated For the case, we proposed in E-
E the following (P) ;
(P) All ECF lies in the neighbourhood of a suitable SECF.
Needless to say, this statement is worthless without de五ning the concept
of the neighbourhood And we cannot give a definit answer in E - II about
that Here we give it
Take an ECF F. We make a new ECF which is near to F by the
following three kinds of operations.
(a) We make a new sequence by uniting some sequences of F. We
call this process an amalgamation of sequences.
(b) We remove some sequences of F, and make appropriate changes
for the moduli and residues of F. (For an example of this process, we refer
to Proposition 3 of E -II)
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(c) About the residue set, we obtain a new ECF by small changes
of their values. We call it a swing of the residues.
After the issue of E - n, however, our knowledge about the structure
of ECF has been improved mainly due to the investigations stated in the
papers of [2J. We note the following three facts ;
(1) Assume that a disjoint system of Beatty sequences is given. Then
we always can make an ECF by adding suitable Beatty sequences of type
S (q, 1,b).
(2) D- I, D-n and D-IV tells us that there are many disjoint
Beatty sequences (S (q<, aif b) : 1 ≦i≦k} with suf丘ciently large ass for
which (as, aj) -1 (1≦i≠j≦k) and k-3, 4 etc. As noted in (1),this fact
indicates that in (P), we must allow the existence of SECFs of type M,
IV etc.
(3) D- II and D-HI tell us that there are combinations of residues
whose behaviour differs much from those of standard one.
Thus our present view on (P) is as follows ;
The statement (P) is not applicable to some ECF s. But (P) itself remains
to be useful since it controls ECF s of reasonable type. Henceforth we restart
our investigation from this standpoint Fortunately enough, the ECF s which
appear in connection with the conjecture (F) are of reasonable type.
Now we explain the contents of this paper. We take up Problem B.
As for an ECF of type I, its residue set is fairly rigid (For example see
Proposition 3 of E- I.) On the contrary, the residue set of an ECF of
type II allows various swings. In E -m, we solved Problem B for ECFs
of the following type (1) ;
We take q, ah a2,X and Y in N for which (q, aO - (ab a2) -1
(i-1, 2), and Xai + Ya2-q. We consider an ECF made of
(1) S (q,a,,W (1≦j≦X) and S (q,a2,b(k)) (1≦k≦Y)
by taking suitable bs. In E -HI, we list all the possible combinations of
bs.
This result gives us a fundamental tool for the discussion of this paper.
Thus we explain it in § 2.
Here we note the following two facts ;
(i) An SECF of typeII corresponds to a pair of two ECS's.
(ii) There is a correspondence between an ECS and a tree (cl[5]).
Thus as noted in E-HI add, it is natural to treat ECFs of typeH with
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the assistance of a pair of trees. In fact we show in this paper that the
residue set of a reasonable ECF of typeII is determined by a pair of trees.
Note here that (i) there are ECSs which do not correspond to trees.
(ii) As noted above, there are ECFs whice are not of reasonable type.
Thus we may say that the result of this paper is rather a restricted one.
Although it gives a good framework to treat the structure of ECF.
2. Prelimanary discussions. In this section we explain the definitions
and Propositions of our preceding papers, which will be used m this paper.
For the proofs of them, we refer to the original papers.
For fEZ and g<ENU{0}, [f, f+g] means the set {f, f+1,...,f+g}.
Lemma 1 (Proposition 1 of E-II). Let (q, a) -1 and a beanumber
with云a…1 (mod q). ThenthevaluesetofS (q, a, b) is云[b-a+1, b] (mod
q).
Lemma 2 (Proposition 2 of E- I). //q> ka,thenS (q, ka, b) isthe
disjointunionofS (q, a, [(qi+b)/k]) (0≦i≦ k- 1).If (q, ka) - 1, thechoice
of its residue is unique (mod q).
(We call in the following the operation given in Lemma 2 as a k-
division. )
Now we state the result of E -IH. We take a family of Beatty
sequences given in (1). Note that we get an ECF of type (1) by collecting
the X-division of S (q, Xai, 0) and the Y-division of S (q, Ya2, - 1). Our
problem is to list all the combinations of bs. To explain the answer, we
introduce the following terminology.
Definition 6. We take w an ordered series of X+Y pairs which
satisfy the following three conditions ;
(i) (0, 0) is the丘rst and (1, 0) is the second element of w.
(ii) After (m, n) with m+n≧1, we put either (m+1, n) or (m,n+1).
(iii) The last element of w is either (X-1, Y) or (X,Y-1).
We call w aroute and denote by W (X, Y) the set of all w.
Definition 7. Take w∈W (X, Y). We separate the elements of w into
two classes w, and w2 by the following rule ;
For (m, n) Gw, we put (m, n) Gwi if its next element is (m+1, n).
We put (m, n) ∈ w2 in another case. (For the last element of w, we apply
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the rule by considering (X, Y) as the next element)
We take云inZwith %a, …1 (mod q) (i-1,2), and put
(2) t (m, n) - aia2m-n (modq) for (m,n) ∈wl,
Sia2n-m (modq) for (m,n) Gw2
We call m (resp. n) the mainnumber and n (resp. m) the subnumber of (m, n)
∈ wi (resp. ∈w2).
Now we state the main result of E-IE.
Lemma 3. Thefamilyofsequences (1) makes an ECFifandonly if
{bj} - {t (m,n) :(m,n) E wj and {b(k)} - {t (m,n) : (m,n) <Ew2)
(up to their translations).
For the proof of Lemma 3, we refer to E-HI. The proof given there is
rather a complicated one. And we intend to give another proof in our next
paper. Anyway Lemma 3 provides us a starting - point of our discussion.
3. Regular ECF (effective case). We take two out-trees T¥ and T2.
(We follow [6] for the terminology of Graph Theory.) For an ending
vertex P, we define the product distance d (P) as follows.
d (P) - the product of all the degrees which appear in the route from
the source to P.
We take two positive rational numbers ri and r2 such that
(3) ri + r2 -1.
We call {n, r2j the weight given to {T¥, T2). We try to attach a Beatty
sequence for each ending vetex of T s. (For the understanding of the
process, see also Example 1 given below.) As the modulus of the sequence
attached to P, we take
(4) d (P) /r, for P∈T, (i- 1, 2).
Definition 8. In case the reduced numerators of (4) for all the ending
vertices are the same, we say the weight ln, r2} to be effective.
In this section, we treat ECFs of effective type. We put q the
common numerator. And we take up the denominator of each modulus and
call it simply a modulus. We arrange them as follows.
(5) ai≧a2 ≧ ・・・ ≧as,



















Example 1. Let T¥ and T2 be given in Figure 1.
<^-:・了。 .＼ _∴
Figure 1.
We put r, -1232/1817 and r2-585/1817. This weight is effective and q-
1817. The moduli given at ending vertices are ai - a2- a3-176. a4--ai4-
44, a,.-aォ4- ll. a(1) -a(2) -117. a(3) -a(7) -39, a(8) -a(19) -13. Thus hi-ll and
ha-13. U-112 and 1.2-45.
By Lemma 3, a route w∈W (U La) corresponds to the ECF (10).
(Note that bi-0 implies (0, 0) ∈wi.) Conversely in order to obtain (6) by
amalgamating the chips of (10), w must satisfy a certain condition. To
scrutinize this condition, we use the following diagram (B).
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Definition 9. We make the box B -
B (Li, L2) of Figure 2. Take a route wG
W oL, L2).We map (m, n) ∈w to (m, n)
B. Then we obtain a route in B, which
goes from (0, 0) to (Lb L2) as decending
the stairs. In the following we use the
same w to denote this route in B.
Take hi in Zsuch that EI h,=1 (mod
q) (i-1, 2). We define G (m, n) for (m,
n)∈Bby
(ll) G(m,n) --H2m-hin (modq). U-i
LI






take a∈Zwith aa…1 (mod q). We call sb (mod q) the headof the
sequence.
Lemma 3 tells us that if we take w which corresponds to ECF(IO), the
set {G (m, n) : (m, n) ∈ w} is exactly the heads of the chips of (10).
Here we introduce the following numbers :
(12) a^huAj, a(k) -h2A(k), AjU,-U and A(k) U(k) -L2
(1≦j≦s and l≦k≦t).
As easily seen, Uj (resp. U(k>) is d (Pj) (resp. d (P )) where a, (resp. a(k))
is attached to Pj (resp. P(k)).
Definition 10. We consider (6) and (10). We say 1 - sequence S (q,
a,, bj) (resp. 2-sequence S (q, a , b )) to be regularif the main numbers
of 1 - chips (resp. 2 - chips) make an arithmetic progression with A, (resp.
A(k)) terms whose difference is U, (resp. U(k)). We say ECF (10) to be regular
if its all sequences are regular.
N.B. The concept regular" plays a main role in our future investigations.
And the condition given in Definition 10 may seem to be a heavy one. But
in fact almost all of ECFs of type II are regdar.
Example 1 (continued). We take S (1817, 44, 1038). This sequence is
made of the following four 1 -chips; S (1817, ll, 1168), S (1817, ll, 1622),
S (1817, ll, 259) and S (1817, ll, 713). The heads of these chips corresponds
four places (72,29), (44,18), (16, 7) and (100,41) in W (112,45). This
choice is regular. But we may take (85,18), (31,29), (3, 18) and (100,
41) as another choice, which is not regular.
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We seek a simple sufficient condition for an ECF to be regular.
Lemma 4. Notations beingasabove, wetake (M. N) in Z. Thenwehave
(13)一計k)M- SiN=G (m, n) (mod q)
where m-M((tL, + 1)/A(k))+Null, and n-MtU(k) +N((uL2+ D/A,)
and t istakenas tL,-- 1 (mod A(k)) and 0 <t<A(k)
u istakenas uL2--1 (mod Aj) andO <u<Aj
Proof. Note the following two relations.
一云j ≡-62UUi-丘i((uL2+ 1)/Aj) (mod q),
一計k'…-ha((tLI + l)/A<k)) -EitU(k) (mod q)
which are easily proved by multiplying both sides by aj (resp. a<k)).
(13) follows from these two relations.
Now we de丘ne the following translation H.
(14) H (m,n) - (m+ h2,n-hi)
As easily seen, G - value remains invariant by H.
Conversely we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.Fortwopairs (m, n) and (m, n') ofB CL, L2),
G (m, n) -G (m, n') implies (m¥ n') -Hj (m, n) withsuitable j∈Z.
Proof. In case m - m or n - n¥ the assertion is trivial. Thus we
assume O≦n <n≦L2 and m≠m'.Then G (m, n) - G (m¥ n') implies
(15) m一m'三一丘h2 (n-n') (modq).
We note here the following relation (16), which can be ascertained by
multiplying the both sides by hi ; For 1 ≦k≦L2- l,
(16)一丘】h2 k… ([riii/La] +l)L,+rh2 (mod q)
where k=-rhi (mod L2) and l≦r≦L2-1.
Since lm-mつ≦Li , it is easy to see that (15) implies m<m'and
m-m is a multiple of h2.
Lemma 6. Weoperate Ai - divisionon S (q, au 0) andmake 1 - chips. Then the
headsofthese 1 -chipsaregivenbyG (hUi, [(hL2- 1)/AJ + 1) (0≦h≦A,- 1).
Proof. Lemma 1 tells us that the value set of S (q, ah 0) is a, [-an
+ 1, 0] (mod q). Thus by lemma 4, we see that the heads of 1-chips make
the set G (ujU,, jC(uL2+1)/A,)) (0≦j≦A1- 1) with u such that uL2≡-
1 (mod Ai). By rearranging these values, we obtain the set given in Lemma
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Lemma 7. The sequence S (q, au 0) o/ (6) is regular if one ofthefollowing
inequalities (17) holds.
(17) h2>U,orhi> [L2/AJ +1.
Proof. We take ECF (6). And obtain (10) from it We put w the route
in W (Li, L2) which corresponds to (10). And we put w。 (⊂w) the set of
places which corresponds to the 1 -chips obtained from S (q, au 0). We
arrange the element of w。 in accordance with the order given in w.
On仇e o仇er hand, we take the following series (18).
(18) (0, 0), (U, ,[L2/A,] +1),
OiUlf [hL2/Aj +1),・・, (Ll-Ul, L2- OU/AJ).
Lemma 6 asserts that the set of G-values of (18) coincides with G (wo).
Our aim is to show that the condition (17) implies w。 itself must coincide
with (18). For that we note the following three facts ;
(a) The elements of w。 are wellordered. Namely the sequence made
of the former numbers of w。 is monotonously non - decreasing. And the
latter numbers have the same property.
(b) Both Wo and (18) are in B (Lb L2). Thus Lemma 5 implies that
each element of w。 is obtained from an element of (18) by operating
suitable H - translations.
(c) From (a) and (b), we see that the i-th element of w。 is obtained
from the i-th element of (18).
Now we assume the former inequality of (17). We consider the
sequence made of the former numbers of w。. Then as easily seen, this
sequence must be identical with that of (18). Namely we see w。 coincides
with (18). This means S (q, ab 0) is regular. For the latter inequality of
(17), we consider the second number of w。, and reach the same conclusion.
Lemma 8. Weassume S (q, ai, 0) of ,QQ) B (Li, L2)
ECF (6) be regular. And assume
(19) q > 2L, (Lb/A,+ 1).
Then ECF (6) mustbe regular.
Proof. Let w be as in Lemma 6. To
obtain the desired conclusion, we use
Figure 3. We mark (18) (-w。) on B (L,,
L2).
We take 1-sequence S (q, a>, b,). Let w (⊂
w) be the heads of 1-chips of this
sequence. Then the union of w and (18)
Figure 3. (L"u)
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makes a well orderd sequence of pairs. Lemma 4 implies that G (w )
coincides with the G- values of the following(20). (The pairs are
considered modulo (Li, L2).)
(20) (m。, n。) + (uhUj, h(uL2+ 1)/Ai) (0≦h≦A,- 1),
where (m。, n。) is some element of w and u is given in (13).
Le汀ima 5 implies that w is obtained by suitable H-translations from (20).
Our aim is to show w itself coincides with (20). For that, we
introduce the following function J.
(21) J (m, n) -m-nU/U.
Then as seen in Figure 3, we have
(22) - U,+1+ (U/U) <J (m,n) ≦Ui-1 for (m,n) ∈W'.
On the other hand we have the following inequality.
(23) - Ll/L2< J (huUi, hiuU+D/Ad ≦O
Finally note the following relation.
(24) J (h2, -h,) -q/U
Compairing three relations (22) - (24), we obtain the desired assertion.
A similar reasoning works for 2 - sequences.
Example 1 (continued). We have Ai -16, Li-112, L2-45, hi-ll, h2-
13, and q-1817. Hence we have 2LiU/Kx-854. Thus (17) and (19) are
satisfied, and ECF whose muduli set are given as above must be regular.
Now we define a correspondence between a tree and an ECS.
Definition ll. Let T be an out-tree. We arrange their vertices from
left to right as Figure 1. And we attach a conguruence relation to each
vertex inductively as follows ;
(i) Let v be the degree of the souce vertex. We put - i (mod v)
at the i-th vertex from the left (0≦i≦Ⅴ-1).
(ii) Assume that vertex P has-s (mod t), and that the degree of
P is d Then we put-g+it (mod td) at the i-th vertex from the left
(0≦i≦d-1).
We say two trees T and T to besimilarin case T is obtained by
interchanging the orders of arcs of T. If the same weight is given to
similar trees, the co汀esponding ECF s have the same moduli set
Let (6) be an regular ECF. We attach to it two trees so that the
ECSs made of the main numbers of chips correspond to the trees. Now
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collecting the above discussions, we obtain the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. Notations being as above, we take two out - trees Ti, T2 and
an effective weight ¥vi, r2j. We assume that (hi, h2} satisfy one of the inequalities of
(17) and (19). Then ECF (6) must be regular. AndECF (6) corresponds to two trees
which are similar to {Tu T2).
We give here two remarks.
(a) For the structure of ECF (6), the route w which corresponds
to ECF (10日s essential. And the numbers {hi, h2} only play a supplementary
role.
(b) To丘nd ECSs which correspond to an ECF is important in
studying the conjectue (F). Finding仇em, we can apply the well known
theorem of Rado - Mirsky and Newmann.
4. Non-effective case. We give a brief sketch of the theory for the
case that the weight is not effective. Let T¥ and T2 be two trees, and
{ Tx, r2} be a non-effective weight We denote the modulus given at each
vertex by reduced fractions Qj/slj (1 ≦j≦s) and q(k)/a(k) (1 ≦k≦t). We put
the suffix by the order of their magnitude. We seek to make ECFs of the
following type (25).
(25) S (a, a, bi) (1≦i≦s) and S (q(k), a(k), b(k)) (1≦k≦t).
We put Qj-LCM of qj, Q2-LCM of q(k)
h,-GCD of aj, h2-GCD of a(k)
And we make ECF (26) by the division process.
(26) S (Q,, hlf q) (1≦j≦L,) and S (Q2, h2, c(k)) (1≦k≦L2).
Then we have hiLi/Qi+h2L2/Q2- 1. We put (Q,, Q2) -Q and Qf-QDs
(i-1, 2). We quote here Lemma 6 of D-II
Lemma 8. (26) is an ECF if and only if thefollowingfamily of sequences (27)
isanECF.
(27) S (Q,h,,己i) (1≦j≦L,) andS (Q,h2,cik)) (1≦k≦U)
where L Dj-L ( i- 1, 2),and己(resp. c(k) 's ) areconguruentmodulo
Qforsome q (resp. c( ).
For a proof of it, we refer to the original paper. By Lefnma 3, a route w
in W (Li , L2) corresponds to ECF (27).
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Definition 12. We decompose 1 - sequence S (qj, a,-, bj) to 1 - chips.
Let it be {S (Qi, h,, cr) :1≦r≦h} with h-a,Qi/h,cl. We make {S (Q,
hi, cr) : 1 ≦r≦h} and collect all the different ones among them. We put
Aj the cadinality of them. We p山W'(⊂w) the subroute which corresponds
to these chips. We say S (qj, a,, ty to be regular if the main numbers of
w'makes an arithmetic progression mod Li with Aj terms whose difference
is Li/Aj. We give a similar definiton for 2-sequences. And ECF (25) is
said to be regular if all sequences of (25) is regular.
Theorem 2. Notation∫ being as above, letA be the maximal number of Aj s.
Assume that (28) and one of the inequalities (29) holds. Then ECF (25) must be regular.
(28) Q > 2L,(L2 /A+l),
(29) h2> Li/A or hi> [L2/A] +1.
We get a proof of Theorem by proceeding a similar way to that of
Theorem 1.
5. The possible residue乱We explain m this § the process to list all
the residues for a regular ECF which corresponds to trees {Ti , T2}. For
simplicity, we only treat the effective type. We use the following notation ;
Let P be an ending vertex of T. In case P has=u (mod t), we take
u so that O≦u≦t-1, and we put c (P) - u. And we indicate the sequence
attached to P by putting u as S (q, au, bu) (or S (q, a , b<u))).
Also for this problem, the resdt of E -Ill provides us a prototype.
Namely it has the following three features.
(a) For a regular ECF, rough values of residues of the sequences
depend on the place of P in T.
(b) For the swings of residues, the values have limits and certain
order structure. Both of them depends on the intercourse of two trees.
(c) If we determine the residue of all the 1 - sequences, the residue
set of the 2 - sequences are determined uniquely.
For general cases, these three features are maintained
We explain the process to determine all the possible combinations of
residues, by taking Example 1. We separete the process to 6 steps.
(Preliminaries) It is troublesome to start with considering all the
routes in W (Lj , L2). Thus we use the fundamental thorem for disjoint
Bea仕y sequences stated in D- I. Here we quote it as two Lemmas, but
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we restrict ourselves to the necessary part for our use. And we refer the
original paper to a proof of them.
Lemma 9.Let (qs, ad ∈ N2 (i-1, 2). weassume (qi, as) - (ai, a2) -
1, (i- 1, 2).Andweputq- (qi , q2). Thentwosequences S (q* , af ,bj (i-1, 2)
are disjoint with suitable b's if and only if
(30) xai + ya2 - q
holdswithsome (x, y) G N^
Lemma 10. Weassume (30) tobeauniquerelationwith (x, y) ∈N2. Then for
given S (qi , ai , bi), thenecessaryandsufficientcondition for S (q2 , a2 , b2) tobe
disjoint is
(31) b2∈一言ia2 [-bi,-bi+y-1] - [1,x] (mod q)
where盲i isanintegerforwhich盲.al= 1 (mod q).
(Step 1) We take two trees {Ti , T2} of Example 1. As stated above,
we put c (P) at each ending vertex (see Figure 4).
(32)
Figure 4.
(Step 2) Since b。-0, we have by Lemma 9 the following relations.
・(2) -1093-d2, b<4) - 369-,d, b(o) - -do,
b(1) - 485-d, , b(3) -1455-da, b(6) -1093-de,
b(8) - 246-ds. (Here dk's are contained in [1, 7].)
(Step 3) We separate the case by the velue of d2. We consider in
the following the case d2-5, which means b(2) -1088. By Lemma 9, we







b6-1559-c6, b, - 977-Ci,
b4-263-c4, bs-1238-c5,
b,0- 652-c,。, b,2- 780-C12,
b22 -1430- c22, b24 -1588- c24,
(Here c/s are contained in [1, 5].)
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(step 4) Using (32), (33) and (13), we express the places of heads
of chips. We give it in Table 1. (Tables are given in the end of the paper.)
In it, the blank places correspond the sequences which themselves are unit
chips.
(Step 5) Using Table 1, we search a possible route in B (112, 45).
As shown in Lemma 7, it is con丘ned in the the cell-box determined by
S (1817, 176, 0). The result is given in Table 2.
(Step 6) For the other values of d2, we repeat the same process.
We conclude this paper with a remark. The combinations of possible
cs and ds are closely related For example, we take c2-c6-5, Ci9-2, c3
-C12-c22-c24-c25-3, Ci-c4-c5-c6-c8-5 in Table 2. Then we see the
corresponding ds are d。-2, di- 1, da- 1-3, de-da-2, d2-cU-5. By
computing other numerical examples, we see that the structure of the
possible routes depends delicately on two trees T¥ and T2.
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Table 1
On eventually covering families generated by the bracket function V 15
(m, n) ∈wl
卵榔舶1担糊口Et^^^m^^^K^^^w^^^m^^^m^^^BU
0 0 1 胃土] 2 1 31+[等]4 51+[等6 3
7 3 82+[雫9 4 10‖V ll 12
5+ド碧13 6
14 6 15 16 7 17 18 19
7+[誓旦208+[竿]
21 9 2 9+[% 239+[竿]2410+等2510ト円上26 27"+i
28 12 29l+控30 12 3112+雫]3212+雫3312+雫34 14
35 15 36l可号]37 15 3815+誓土39 401可!掌41 17
42 17 43 4 18 45 46 4719+!拏]48 20
49 20 5020+ド砦51 21 5221+等旦5321+雪旦54 5 23
56 23 572+誓5823+竿]592可号]60 612可号]6225+誓]
63 26 6425+等6526+m 6610+雫]67 6827+響69 28
70 19 71 72 29 73 74 7530+ド掌76 31
7 31 7831+ド掌79 32 8032+雫]8132+等旦82 83 34
84 34 85*<+m 86 35 8735+等]835+等8935+等90 37
9137 9236+雪旦93 38 9437+誓旦]95 963可等]9739+竿]
98 40 99 1040+竿]101 102 10341+雫104 42
1054310642+p掌107 43 108ォ詛* 1094+fl 10 11 45
(m, n) ∈W2
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In general, red (resp. blue) mark represents
1-sequence (resp. 2-sequence). The symbol # shows
血at也e place is occupied by the head of a chip.
The place where c- or dIs are put is in route
under the condition given for those c's or d's. The
mark * shows that the place is the head of a
sequence which itself is a chip.
